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MACRO UPDATE: SCOTLAND, UKRAINE SANCTIONS 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

INDEPENDENCE CAMPAIGN HAS THE MOMENTUM IN SCOTLAND 
A new TNS poll released overnight put the anti-independence campaign in the lead by just one point ahead of the 18 Sep-

tember referendum on Scottish independence. That is a sharp narrowing from TNS’s previous poll in early August that had 

shown a 17 point lead for the No camp (excluding don’t knows). This poll is important because it confirms the story previ-

ously reported by YouGov that the race has tightened significantly in the past few weeks. YouGov is still an outlier in terms 

of the precise size of the shift it reports over the past month, while no other poll has reported a lead for the independence 

campaign yet. Nevertheless, the message from recent polls is that the vote is already tight and the yes campaign has the 

momentum. 

 

We still expect Scotland to reject independence. Polls do not always translate into final results, particularly for a decision as 

momentous as splitting up a country. For instance, the final poll before Quebec’s 1995 independence referendum showed 

53% in favour of independence, yet the final result was 50.6% against. That followed a big last minute effort from the anti-

independence camp. Admittedly that was a very close result, but voters may find it harder to support change in the polling 

booth than when talking to a pollster. Notwithstanding these arguments, the pace of poll tightening is raising the risk that 

Scotland does plump for independence. Recent polling evidence suggests, in fact, that the more Scottish voters hear about 

independence, the more likely they are to vote for it. 

 

What if? Given how close the polls are, there would be fall-out from either a yes or a no vote. A close no would fuels de-

mands for a second referendum. The prolonged uncertainty would weigh on Scottish growth. Of course, the fall-out from a 

yes would be much more serious. Our take on that fall-out is attached. 

 

Chart: Net support for Scottish independence 

 
Net support for Scottish independence, excluding don’t knows, percentage points. 

 

EU SANCTIONS AGAINST RUSSIA DELAYED 

EU leaders delayed imposing beefed up sanctions against Russia as the ceasefire in Ukraine seems to be mostly holding. 

They will reassess in few days whether to implement those financial sanctions against large Russian oil firms. Only time will 

tell whether the war will erupt again, or whether this conflict will remain frozen Transnistria-style. The economic fall-out the 

EU has suffered from events in Ukraine has little to do with sanctions – trade with Russia is a relatively small proportion of 

total exports – but rather it has been driven by a confidence hit causing firms to delay investment and consumers to delay 

purchases. If the worst of the fighting is indeed over now, business confidence in core Europe could recover from October 
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onwards, providing a welcome upside risk to our call for 0.1% qoq German and Eurozone growth in Q4. But the risk that 

the conflict reignites remains serious. 
 

This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is not a 

financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz), no 

investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim completeness regarding the 

information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regarded as a substitute for the recipient’s 

procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The message may include certain descriptions, state-

ments, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential development based on assumptions, which may turn out to be 

incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of 

any kind arising out of the use of this message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our 

website or contact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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